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FINITE GROUPS WITH SYLOW 2-SUBGROUPS

OF CLASS TWO. II
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ROBERT GILMAN AND DANIEL GORENSTEIN

ABSTRACT. In this paper we classify finite simple groups whose Sylow 2-sub-

groups have nilpotence class two.

1. Introduction. In Part II of this paper, we complete the proof of our

Main Theorem, stated in the Introduction of Part I, which gives the classification

of all finite simple groups with Sylow 2-subgroups of nilpotency class 2.

We have there defined a restricted simple group G with Sylow 2-subgroups

of class 2 to be one which satisfies the following properties:

(1) The composition factors of every proper subgroup of G are isomorphic

to known simple groups with Sylow 2-subgroups of class at most 2;

(2) A Sylow 2-subgroup of G does not contain a nontrivial strongly closed

abelian subgroup and G has 2-rank at least 3.

Furthermore, we have noted that our Main Theorem is a direct consequence

of the classification of restricted simple groups with Sylow 2-subgroups of class 2.

The principal result of Part I (Theorem A) asserted that in a restricted simple

group with Sylow 2-subgroups of class 2, every 2-local subgroup is necessarily

2-constrained and has a trivial core. Hence it remains to treat this case.

We shall here prove:

Theorem B. // G is a restricted simple group with Sylow 2-subgroups of

class 2 in which every  2-local subgroup is 2-constrained and has a trivial core,

then G St L3(2n) or PSp(4, 2") for some n>2.

Just as the low 2-rank case of Theorem A depended critically on the fact

that a Sylow 2-subgroup 5 of G does not possess a nontrivial abelian subgroup

which is strongly closed in S with respect to G, so also does our proof of The-

orem B. If J*(S) denotes the Thompson subgroup of S (that is, the subgroup

of S generated by its elementary abelian subgroups of maximal rank) and if V

denotes the Goldschmidt conjugation family for S (the elements of V thus

controlling in the sense of Alperin the fusion in G of the elements of S), it is a

direct consequence of the above condition that there exists an element D in  V
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such that J*(S) <tD  (otherwise Z(J*(S)) would be a nontrivial strongly closed

abelian subgroup of S).

The precise structure of the 2-local subgroup NG(D) for such an element

D of V is then relentlessly analyzed (§§4 and 5).  This analysis depends in a

fundamental way upon a number of very precise properties of groups H which

act faithfully on a vector space   V over Z2  and such that the semidirect product

V ' H has Sylow 2-subgroups of class 2.  On the basis of these module-type

properties, which are developed in §2, we are eventually able to force the exact

structure of every maximal 2-local subgroup of G.

There turn out to be just two possible structures for the maximal 2-local

subgroups of G. In the first case, a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is isomorphic to

that of the group ¿3(2"), n > 2, and then  G Sí L3(2n) by a theorem of Collins

[1].  On the other hand, in the second case, we prove that G is a split (B, N)-

pair of rank 2 with Weyl group isomorphic to Ds  and conclude by a theorem of

Fong and Seitz [2] that G ^PSp(4, 2n),n>2. These two known results are

stated explicitly in §3.

Unfortunately the method of proof of Theorem B depends too heavily on

the fact that G has Sylow 2-subgroups of class 2 to be useful for attacking more

general situations involving simple groups whose 2-local subgroups are 2-constrained

and have trivial cores.

Finally, we remark that  K. Gomi of the University of Tokyo, using a some-

what different approach, has obtained an independent proof of our Theorem B.

2.  2-constrained C2-groups.  In this section we shall establish a number of

very detailed properties of 2-constrained C2 -groups.  Primarily we shall be con-

cerned with questions about the action of £2(2")  on a vector space   V over

Z2. In this connection, if L2{2") = SL(2n) acts on an elementary abelian 2-

group   V, we say that   V is a standard or natural module for L2(2") if V has

rank 2n  and can be identified with the additive group of a vector space of di-

mension 2 over the field  GF(2n) in such a way that the given action of L2(2n)

becomes its natural 2-dimensional one over  GF(2").

Let then H be a 2-constrained C2-group with  0(H) = 1   in which a Sylow

2-subgroup has class 2.  Set D = 02{H)  and  Z = n^ZÇD))  and define H =

H/CH(Z), H= H/0(H), and H* = 02'(H).  By [I, (2.1)], we have that Z(S)

C Z. We fix this notation for the section.  For the sake of clarity, we restate here

[I, (2.65)] and [I, (2.66)].

Lemma 2.1. The following conditions hold:

(i) S is elementary abelian;

(ii) H* = L(H) x 02(H) and each component of L(H) is isomorphic to

L2(q)> Q - 3, 5  (mod 8) or q = 2",J1, or is of Ree type of characteristic 3;
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(üi) H* acts trivially on tí,15l(D),and D/Z, and 02(02'(CH(Z)))

centralizes D;

(iv) CH*(Z)=D and H*=H*¡D.

Lemma 2.2. If H = L2(2n), n > I, and  V is a nontrivial H-composition

factor of Z, then

(i) m(V) = 2n and  V is a standard module for H;

(ii) For any x in 5#, Cv(x) = CV(S) = [S, V] = [x, V] a E^l

(iii) Every element of N_(S)# of odd order acts regularly on   V;
H

(iv) |Z(5) : Ul(D)\ > 2" and m(Z) > 2n.

We now prove

Lemma 2.3. Suppose that H* is the direct product of subgroups H¡, 1 <

i < t. If H* acts faithfully and irreducibly on an H*-composition factor of Z,

then  t = 1.

Proof.   Suppose false, so that  t > 1  and H* acts faithfully and irreduc-

ibly on some H* -composition factor  V of Z.   Setting H* equal to the prod-

uct of the H¡ for  2 < i < t, we have that H* = Hl x H*. Hence without loss

we can assume that  t = 2. Note that as H* = O2 (Ft), we have that 02'(H¡) =

H¡ and so also H¡ is generated by its 2-elements, i = 1,2.

Since H2  centralizes Hl, Clifford's theorem tells us that  F is a sum of

isomorphic irreducible Hl -modules. Let  W be one of these submodules. If W

= V, then Hl   acts faithfully and irreducibly on  V, whence H2  must be cyclic

of odd order by Schur 's lemma, which is not the case. Thus  W C V.  Since Hl

acts faithfully on  V and  V is a homogeneous Hl-module, Hl   must act faith-

fully on  W, whence  [W, x] =£1   for any 2-element 3c in Hf. But now for

any 2-element y of H2, we have   [W,x,y]=l   as 5 has class 2, whence y

centralizes   [W, x]   and so  WC\Wyi^\. But as Hl   centralizes y,Hl   leaves

W n Wy  invariant, forcing  Wy = W.  Thus every 2-element of H2  leaves  W

invariant and we conclude that H2  leaves  W invariant.  Hence  W = V, which is

not the case. Thus t = 1, as asserted.

Lemma 2.4. // H is a direct product of subgroups Hi = L2(2 '), n¡> \,

1 < i < m, then

(i) m(Z)>2m(ïi) and m(Z n S')> m(H);

(ii) // m(Z) = 2m(H), then   [Z,H¡\   is a standard H ¡-module;

(iii) // m(Z/Cz(S)) < m(H\ then Z = ZQZX • • • Zm, where Z0 =

CZ(H'),Z¡ =[Z,H'i],Ki<m.  Furthermore, [Z^Hj] = 1  if i^j,

Zi/(Zi n Z0) is a standard H ¡-module, and Zt nZQC [Z¡, S r\H(]. Moreover,

z0nzf = i if «,. = i.
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Proof.  Let r = m(H) = (ni + • • • + nm). By Lemma 2.3 there exist

distinct factors  V¡ in an //-composition series for Z such that H¡ acts non-

trivially and irreducibly on  V¡ and H¡ centraUzes  V¡ for i # /, 1 < i, ; < m.

Let Si = SnHr If n¡= l.we certainly have m(V()>2ni   and m([V, S¡])

> n¡, while if n¡ > 2, the same result holds by Lemma 2.2. Thus m(Z) > 2r

and, as  [Z, S¡]   covers  [V¡, S{],m(Z r\S')>r. We have proved (i), and next

we claim (iii) implies (ii). Indeed, if m(Z) = 2r, then the V^s are a complete set

of composition factors for Z and consequently Z0 = 1.  Since   [Z, S ]   covers

[V,,S,]   and  [Z, S] CCZ(S),

m

\Z : CZ(S)\ < |Z : [Z, 5] |< TJ  1^ : [K,, 5]| = y
i=i

and so the hypothesis of (iii) holds.    But now the conclusion of (iii) together

with Z0 = 1   gives (ii).

Finally, we prove (iii) by induction on m  for any //-module Z satisfying

our hypothesis. Define Z¡ as in (iii). Since

m m

\z : cz(s)\ >Uwr cv.(s)\ > n 2"' = r
i=l ' 1=1

we must have equality throughout. Thus  V¡ is the unique nontrivial composition

factor for H¡ and  \V¡ : CV_(S¡)\ = 2"'. Suppose first that some Ht% say Hl s

Z,2(2), and let F = OiH^). Then Z = U x V, where  t/ = [Z, F], V = CZ(F),

and  U and  K are //-invariant.  U must be an irreducible Hl -module with

\U : Cjj(x)\ = 2 for 3c G S*. If y is a distinct conjugate of 3c in //pthen

Hl = <3(, y> centralizes C,j(x) n C^íj), whence  | i/| = 4 and it is immediate

that  U is a standard H1 -module.  Furthermore, U = Z,   and ZQCV by

definition of Zl   and Z0. Thus Z, nZ0 = l. If m = 1, we are done, while

if m> \,Hi   centralizes Zx   for /' > 1  by Lemma 2.3 and it is easy to see

that m(V/Cv(S2S3 • • • Sm)) < m(S2S3 • • • Sm). Now (iii) follows from an

application of the induction hypothesis to the group H2H3 •••//„   acting on   V.

It remains to consider the case in which n¡ > 2 for all /, 1 < i < m.

Then H¡=H¡ for all i.   Set  W¡ = CZ.(H¡), 1 <i <m. As each H¡ has just

one nontrivial composition factor, ZjWt must be a standard //¿-module. Let

F¡ be a complement to  5,- in N_ (S¡). Since /^ acts trivially on  W¡ and
Hi

regularly on Zij'Wi and Ff has odd order, we have Zf = [Z(., F,] x W(. with

Ff acting regularly on   [Z¡,F¡]. Since   [Z/; 5(]   is F-invariant, it is therefore

the product of its intersections with the two factors of Z¡ and consequently X¡

= [Z^Fi] x [Z., St] n W, 2 [Z,., S¡). This implies that X¡ is  5(.-invariant.

But also each factor of X¡ is clearly invariant under ./V_ (F).   Since H¡ =
Hi
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iN_(Fi),Si) by [I, (2.36)(ii)], it follows now that X¡ is /^-invariant. Since

H¡ acts nontrivially on X¡ C Z¡ and H¡ has only one nontrivial composition

factor, this forces X¡ = Z¡. We conclude from this that [Z¡,S¡] O W¡ = W¡,

whence   W, C [Z/( JfJ.

But 5 centralizes   [Z¡, S¡]   as 5 has class 2 and so centralizes  W¡. Since

Wf is //-invariant, it follows that every 2-element of H centralizes  W¡ and

hence that H centralizes  W¡. Thus  W¡CZ0  and so  Wi = Zi<lZ0. Also by

Lemma 2.3, Hj centralizes Z¡/W¡ for /#/ and consequently //•  centralizes

Zf.
Finally set  U= ZXZ2 • • • Zm. To complete the proof of (iii), it remains

only to show that Z = Z0U.  We have that

m m —

I U : CV(S)\ >Y\\Zi: Cz. (S,)| >  TJ 2 ' = 2' = »»0O-
j=i ' i=i

Hence by the hypothesis of (iii), it follows that Z = VU, where V = CZ(S). Clearly

Z0 C V and   V is F-invariant, where F = FXF2 • • • Fm. On the other hand,

H has no trivial composition factors on  U/U n Z0  and consequently F has no

nontrivial fixed points on this factor group.   We see then that  CZ(F) C V. Thus

5" centralizes C7(F). But CJF) is invariant under N_(F) and so (N_(F),
_ H   - H

S) leaves CZ(F) invariant. Since H = Hl x H2 x • • • x //m, we conclude

now from [I, (2.36)(ii)] that H leaves CZ(F) invariant. Since S centralizes

this group, it follows that H does as well and so  CZ(F)CZ0.  But F central-

izes Z/U as each H¡ centralizes Z/U.   Since F has odd order, we conclude

that Z0  covers Z/U and so Z = Z0U, as asserted.

Lemma 2.5. Suppose S contains a subgroup  T of rank n > 1  with the

following properties:

(a) \Z:CZ(T)\<2";

(b) If n>2, then  CZ(A ) = Cz(r) /or a// A of index 2 in  T.

Then if N denotes the normal closure of T in H , we have

(i) If n = I, then Ñ^L2(2),Z= [Z,Ñ] x CZ(Ñ)  and   [Z,Ñ]   isa

standard N-module;

(ii) If n> 2, then Ñ=Ñl x • • • x Ñm with N¡ s L2(2"1), n¡ > 2,

\<i<m,and Z = ZÜZX • • • Zm, where Z0 = Cz(A0, ^./(Z,. n Z0) /s a

standard Ñ¡-module, Z¡ nZ„C [Z(., SnÑ¡], and   [Z^Ñj] = 1  for i ¥=j;

(iii) 7" is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Ñ and  \Z : Cz(f)| = 2".

Proof.   Suppose first that n = 1, so that  r = <3c>. Since 02(R) = 1,

we can find a conjugate  7  of 3c  such that   [3c, y] # 1. We have that  y =

<3c, y> is a dihedral group; and we can choose y so that 0(Y )   has index 2 in
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F. In particular 0(F) =£1. Setting E = CZ(Y), our conditions imply |Z:F|

< 4. But 0(Y) must act faithfully on Z/E, so \Z : E\ = 4 and 0(F) =s Z3.

Thus  F = ¿2(2) and Z = ExF, where F=[Z, 0(F)] =F4.

We shall argue that  Y < N, which will suffice to establish (i).  Indeed,

assume that this holds. Then if F is an arbitrary Sylow 2-subgroup of H *, we

have that F, =P C\Y is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Y.  Since F is abelian,F leaves

Pl   invariant. But 0(Y) = [P^Ñ]   as F<iV and so A7=FxC_(F).
_ _ _ _       N

Hence P leaves 0(Y) invariant and so normalizes Y. Since F was arbitrary,

we conclude that H * normalizes Y, whence  Y = N and (i) holds by Lemma

2.4.

Suppose then that Y-Ù N in which case there exists a conjugate  w of 3c

such that  Y<$ R = <Y, w). Let E0 = CE(w), Q = C_(Z/E0). R acts on Z/E0
_ _ R.

and ßC02(F). However, |Z : F0|< 8  and so R/Q is isomorphic to a sub-

group of Z.3(2).  Since R  has abelian Sylow 2-subgroups and the image of Y in

L3(2) is isomorphic to L2(2), the only possibility is that R = YQ   whence

R = 02(R) x Y.  Thus F<R, a contradiction.

Clearly (iii) holds when n « 1, so it remains to treat the case n > 2. We

claim in this case that T centralizes any F-invariant subgroup of H of odd

order. Indeed, let Q be such a subgroup. Then C_(A) normalizes CZ(A) =
Ö

CZ(F) for any A of index 2 in T. But Q = (C_(A)\AG E^^T)) and so
_ Ô

Q leaves  V = CZ(T) invariant. Since   [T, Z] C Z(S) C  V, we  have

that T centralizes both  V and Z/V, so   [Q, T]   does as well. This forces

[Ô. T] = 1  and our assertion is proved.

In particular, our argument yields that ./V centralizes 0(H*). The structure

of H* = (///0(/7))* =H*/0(H*) is given by Lemma 2.1(h).  Since  02(/7*) =

1, it is immediate from this that  C_ (0(//*)) = L(H)Z(0(H*)). Since A7 =
//*

O2'(A0 and N centralizes 0(H), we conclude that NCL(H). Since /V<I

L(H), this in turn implies that N is semisimple.  If U is any subgroup of S n

Ä, then  0(C_(U)) is f-invariant of odd order, and so is centralized by T.
N _

From the generational properties listed in [I, (2.35)] and using the fact that S n

Ñ is abelian, it follows that T centralizes all components of N of type L2(q),

q odd, q + 5, or of Ree type.  But as N is generated by conjugates of T,

clearly T centralizes no component of N.  Hence N has no components of

either type, whence N is a product of components N¡ = L2(2 '), n¡ > 2, or

/j, 1 < / < m.
Let V¡ be an Ä-composition factor of Z on which N¡ acts nontrivially.

By Lemma 2.3, all R,,J =£ i, act trivially on Vt and so Ñ¡ acts faithfully and

irreducibly on  V.. If Ñ¡ s I2(2"0» then by Lemma 2.2, m(V¡) = 2n¡ and
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I V¡ : CVXU¡)\ = 2 ' for any nontrivial subgroup U¡ of S C\N¡. We claim that

if N¡ =Jt, then, in fact, \V¡ : CV(U¡)\ > \U¡\  for any such subgroup U¡. In-

deed, an element of order 19 in JX  is strongly real by [3].  Since Jx   has only

one conjugacy class of involutions, it follows that for 3c in Uf, there exists a

conjugate y of x in H. such that Y = (x, y) is dihedral of order 38. Hence

if we set E, = Cv (Y), we have that an element of order 19 in  Y must act'       * i

faithfully on  Vt/Et and consequently miVjEf) > 18. On the other hand,

m(V,/E,) < 2m(Vi/Cv.(x)), whence m(VilCv_(x))>9. Since  3c G Vf and

m(U¡) < 3, we conclude from this that m^/Cy.({/,)) > m^), which gives the

desired assertion.

We now take as U¡ the projection of T on N¡, 1 < /' < m.   Since T

centralizes no N¡, each U¡ ¥= 1. By assumption (a), we have  \T\> \Z : CZ(T)\

and so

m m

\T\ > \Z : CZ(T)\ >\\ \Vt: CV.{U,)\ > fj W > \T\ •
i=i ' '-i

Hence all the preceding inequalities are equalities. In particular, our analysis

shows that no N¡ =JX   and so N¡ = L2(2 '), 1 < j < m.   Likewise these equal-

ities imply that  \Ü¡\ = 2n', 1 < i < m, and that T = UX x U2 x ' • • x Um.

Thus T projects onto a Sylow 2-subgroup of each N¡ and we conclude that  T

is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N.  In addition, our equalities yield that  \Z : CZ(F)| =

2", so (iii) holds.

Finally by Lemma 2.4, (ii) holds unless n¡ = 1   for some  /.  In this case,

the assumption n > 2  forces m>2. But then if A  denotes the product of all

the Ü, except for Ü,, 1 </< m, we have that   \T:Ä\ = 2 and that  Cv (Ä)

¥= Cv (T). The preceding analysis then shows that  CZ(A) + CZ(T), contrary

to our hypothesis. Hence this case cannot arise and so (ii) holds.

We shall also need the following variations of Lemma 2.5.

Lemma 2.6. Suppose S contains a subgroup T of rank n > 1  with the

following properties:

(a) |Z:Cz(f)K_2";

(b) Cz(t) = Cz(T) for all  t in T*.

Then the normal closure of T in H* is isomorphic to L2(2").

Proof.  If n = 1, (b) automatically holds and the result follows from

Lemma 2.5 (i), so we can assume that n > 2. Then by Lemma 2.5, the normal

closure Ñ of T in H* is a direct product of subgroups N¡ = L2(2 '),n¡>2,

1 < i < m, T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N, and in an A-composition series for Z,
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each N¡ acts nontrivially on Z¡, where Z¡ is as in Lemma 2.5. We need only

prove that m = 1, for then T will be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N = ÑX, forcing

n = «i, and the desired assertion will hold. We can suppose that m > 2.  Let

3c,- G (T <~\N¡)#, which is possible as F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N.   Since Nx

acts nontrivially on Zx, Z1 <£ Cz(3cj).  By our hypothesis, Cz(xx) = Cz(x2) =

Cz(f) and so  Cz(3c2) does not contain Zx. However, by Lemma 2.5   [Zx,

A2] =1, contradicting m > 2.

Lemma 2.7.  Suppose S contains a subgroup T of rank n>\  with the

following property:

(a)  \Z:Cz(f)\<2n;

Then if N denotes the normal closure of T in H*, we have

(i) Ñ =ÑX x • • • x Ñm, where Ñ¡ a¡ Z,2(2"<)> n¡>l,Ki<m;

(ii) Z = Z0Zj • • • Zm, where Z0 = CZ(Ñ), Z¡/(Z¡ n Z0) is a standard

N¡ module and   [Z¡,Nj] = 1 for i^j;

(iii) T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Ñ and  \Z : CZ(T)\ = 2".

Proof.   By hypothesis, we have   \Z : Cz(f)\ < |F|. Choose f0 # 1  in

T minimal subject to the condition  \Z : Cz(ro)| < |F0|. If m(T0) = 1, Lemma

2.5 is certainly applicable to T0. We claim that the same holds if m(T0) > 2.

Indeed, let A  be of index 2 in T0. If CZ(A ) D CZ(T0), then it is immediate

that   \Z :CZ(Ä)\<\Ä\. But then as  1 ¥=ÄC T0, our minimal choice of f0

would be contradicted. Thus Cz(/1 ) = CZ(T0) for all such A  and so the

assumptions of Lemma 2.5 hold in this case as well.  Let M be the normal clo-

sure of f0  in W*  so that M=MX x M2 x ••• xMr, where M(^L2(2 '),

h¡ > 1, 1 < i < r, and T0 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M.   Since T is elementary

abelian, it follows from the structure of groups with abelian Sylow 2-subgroups

that MT =Mx Tx, where fx   is a suitable complement to f0  in f. Let K

be the normal closure of Tx   in H *. Since M<H*,we have that M central-

izes K. By the structure of M, MK =M x K. Moreover, clearly A = MK.

We can suppose that Tx =£ 1   or else the desired conclusions follow from

Lemma 2.5. We shall argue that Tx   satisfies the assumption of the lemma. Let

Z0ZX • • • Zr be the decomposition of Z as an Af-module given by Lemma 2.5

(applied to the inverse image of M in //).  As (Z¡ n Z0) C [Z¡, S C\M¡\, Tx

centralizes Z¡ n Z0, 1 < /' < r.   By Lemma 2.3, Tx   centralizes Z¡I(Z¡ n Z0),

and it follows that for  t G Tx   and aGZ¡, the map a —► [a, t]   is a homo-

morphism of M-modules. We conclude that Tx   centralizes Z(, 1 < /' < r.

Since  T0  centralizes Z0, we have

\Z:Cz(f)\ = \Z:Cz(T0)\\Z:Cz(fx)\.
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On the other hand, by Lemma 2.5(iii), \Z : CZ(TQ)\ = |F0|. Hence by our

hypothesis, we calculate that

\Z : Cz(fx)\ = \Z : Cz(f)| \Z : CZ(T0T» < \T\ \T0\~l = \TX\.

We conclude therefore by induction on the order of \f\ that the lemma holds

for Tl. Hence K is a direct product of Z,2(2")'s andas Ñ = M x K, it follows

that N is as well. Thus (i) holds. Also T must be a Sylow 2-group of Ñ

since T0  and Tx   are Sylow 2-groups of M and K, respectively. Now (ii) holds

by Lemma 2.4, and the last assertion of (iii) follows from our calculation of

\Z : CZ(T)\ above.

Lemma 2.8. If H = L2(2"), n > I, and S contains a nontrivial subgroup

f such that \Z : Cz(f)\ <\f\, then we have

(i) H*^L2(2n) and f=S;

(ii)  \Z : Cz(f)\ = 2"'
(iii)   CZ(T) = CZ(T) for any  t in T*;and

(iv) Z = Z0Z,, where Z0 = CZ(H*) and Zx   = [Z, 5*1, and

ZXI(ZX ftZ0) is a standard H*-module.

Proof.  T satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2.7.  Since H = L2(2"),

Lemma 2.7 immediately implies (i), (ii), and (iv). Since Z/ZQ = V is a standard

//*-module, (iii) will follow once we show that  CZ(T) covers CV(T). How-

ever, Cz(f) D [Z, T\, which covers   [V, T] = Cv(f).

Lemma 2.9. Suppose that H =; GL(2, 2"), n>2, and that the following

conditions hold:

(a) In an L(H)-composition series of Z, L(H) acts nontrivially on exact-

ly one composition factor and the rank of this composition factor is 2n;

(b) Z = [Z, L(H)] ;

(c) // X is a complement to  S in N_(S),then Cz(X)= 1.

Under these conditions, we have:

(i) m(Z) = 2n or 3n and correspondingly m(Z(S)) = n   or 2n;

(ii) // Z0 = CZ(L(H)), then correspondingly Z0 = 1  and all involutions

of Z are conjugate in H or m(ZQ) = n and Z - Z0  has two classes of

involutions in H;

(iii) S' = Z(S);
(iv) All involutions of Z are central.

Proof. Let Z, be a maximal L(H) submodule of Z. Since Z =

[Z, L(H)\, L(H) acts faithfully and irreducibly on Z/Zx. But then by (a),

L(H) must act trivially on Zx   and so ZX=ZQ. Since  SCL(H), also ZQ C
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Z(S). Now Lemma 2.2 implies that m(Z/Z0) = 2n and Z/Z0  is a standard

¿(//)-module.  Hence   [Z, S]   covers Cz/Z (S) = CZ/Z (3c), 3c G 5*. Since

Z0 C Z(S), it follows that Z(S) = CZ(S) = Cz(x) and  \Z : CZ(S)\ =

\Z : Cz(3c)| = 2".  Furthermore, as Z = [Z, L(//)], Lemma 2.4(iii) implies that

Z0Ç[Z,S]. We see then that Z(S) = [Z, S]   and consequently Z(S) = S',

so (iii) holds.

Observe next that by [I, (2.36)], L(H) is generated by three conjugates

xx = x, 3c2, 3c3  of 3c.  If U¡ is a complement to  Cz(x¡) in Z, then  \U¡\ =

2"  as  |Z : Cz(3c,)| = 2", 1 <i < 3.  But  3cf leaves invariant every subgroup

of Z containing  U¡, 1 <í < 3, and consequently L(H) = {xx, x2, 3c3> leaves

U = UXU2U3  invariant and m(U)<3n. But  x¡ centralizes Z/U¡ for each i

and so L(H) acts trivially on Z/U.  Now condition (b) forces Z — U and we

conclude that  m(Z) < 3n.

We now set  W = C_(L(H)), so that W is cyclic of order  2" - 1  and  W
h        _

is a direct factor of X. In fact.X = W x Xx, where Xx =X n /,(//) is also

cyclic of order  2n — 1.  Let Z2  be an X-invariant complement to Z0  in Z.

Then Z2  is isomorphic to Z/Z0  as a W-module and so Z2  is a homogeneous

H'-module.  Let  U2  be the sum of all irreducible  W-submodules of Z that are

isomorphic to an irreducible W -submodule of Z2. Since  W centralizes L(H),

L(H) leaves  U2  invariant.  But Z2 C U2  and so  U2  covers Z/Z0, whence

L(H) acts nontrivially on  U2. Hence L(H) acts trivially on Z/U2  and again

(b) forces  U2 = Z.  Thus Z is a homogeneous W-module. In particular, as W

acts faithfully on Z, Z0 = 1  or Z0 is a faithful H'-module. Since W is cychc

of order  2" — 1, m(Z0) > n in the latter case. Thus m(Z) = 2n  or 3«  and

as  \Z : Z(S)\ = 2", we see that (i) holds.

Observe next that Z(S) DZ0  and projects nontrivially in Z/Z0.  Since

L(H) acts transitively on  (Z/Z0)#, it follows at once that all involutions of Z

are central in //.  In particular, (iv) holds, (ii) is clear if Z0 = 1, so suppose

Z0 =£ 1. In view of (iv), (ii) will follow in this case provided we show that Z(S)

- Z0 has two conjugacy classes of involutions under the action of X (since all

conjugacy of elements of Z(S) can be realized in NH(S)). But we know how

X acts on Z(S) : ZQ  and  U2 = Z(S) n Z2  are nonisomorphic X-modules and

X acts transitively on both Z*  and  U2 , whence Z0  and  U2  are the only

two irreducible Z-submodules of Z(S). Since X is abelian, Cz,sJ(y ) is an

X-submodule of Z(S) for any   y in X#. It follows at once that y has no

fixed points on / = Z(S) - (Z0 U U2) for any y in X*. Since  |X| = |/|,

we conclude that X acts transitively on /, so Z(S) — Z0  has just two classes

of involutions under X and (ii) is proved.

3. Two classification theorems. The proof of Theorem B will also require

known characterizations of the groups £3(2") and PSp(4, 2").
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First of all, the main result of Collins [1] asserts:

Proposition 3.1. // G is a simple group whose Sylow 2-subgroups are iso-

morphic to those of the group L3(2") for some n>2, then  G = L3(2n).

Furthermore, Fong and Seitz [2] have classified all split (B, N)-pairs of rank

2 (see [2] for the definition of these terms). A special case of their classification

theorem yields the following result:

Proposition 3.2. // G is a split  (B, N)-pair of rank 2 with Weyl group

dihedral of order 8 and with B = HU, where  U is a 2-group of class 2 and

order 24" and H = Z n_    for some n>2,then G =*PSp(4,2").

.

4. A characterization of the groups L3(2"). Henceforth G will denote a

simple group which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem B. Thus G is of re-

stricted type with Sylow 2-subgroup S of class 2 and every 2-local subgroup of

G is 2-constrained and has a trivial core.

We denote the Thompson subgroup of S by J *(S). Thus we have

J*(S) = {A\A e U(S)).

Our analysis begins with embedding of J*(S) in the elements of the Gold-

schmidt conjugation family  V, which is described in [I, (2.70)]. Under our pre-

sent assumptions on the 2-local subgroups of G, we can define  V to be the set

of nontrivial normal subgroups D of S such that:

(a) D = 02(NG(D)) and

(b) If N = NG(D)) and Ñ = N/D, then either   \S\ < 2  or Ñ/0(Ñ) con-

tains a normal subgroup of odd index isomorphic to Z.2(2") for some « > 2.

By [I, (2.70)], V is a weak conjugation family for S in the sense of

Alperin.

The following result is critical for the proof of Theorem B.

Lemma 4.1. There exists an element D in V suchthat J*(S)£iD.

Proof.  If false, then NG(D) CM = NG(J*(S)) for all D in V- Since

V is a weak conjugation family, it follows that M controls fusion in S. But

Z(J *(S)) is characteristic in M and so is a nontrivial abelian strongly closed

subgroup of S, contrary to the fact that  G is of restricted type.

We choose D in  V so that J*(S) <L D; we set N = NG(D),Ñ = N/D,

and Z = nx(Z(D)). Thus 0(N) = 1,2) « 02(N), and N is 2-constrained, so

that we can apply Lemma 2.1 to N and N. Since J *(S) <t D, we can choose

A in  M(S) with A <t D.  We set A0= A HD and we let  W be a comple-

ment to A0 in A.  As usual, we put A^* = O2 (N). In fact, throughout the
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balance of Part II it will be convenient to write X* for O2 (X) for any group

X.  Finally let  YQ = CZ(Ñ*),B= [Z,Ñ*] = [B,Ñ*]   and B0=Bn Y0.

Note that  Y0 C Z(S).

We next prove

Lemma 4.2. The following conditions hold:

(Ï) Ñ* a ¿2(2") for some n > 1;

(ii)  W is a complement to D in S and m(W) = n;

(iii)  \Z:CZ(W)\ = 2»;

(iv) Cz(w) = CZ(W) for w in  W#;

(v) Z = Y0B and B/B0 is a standard Ñ*-module;

(vi) if n = 1, then B0 = 1 and B = [Z, 02(Ñ*)];

(vii) A^* centralizes D/Z.

Proof.  We set m(W) = fc, so that k > 1  and m(/40) = m(/l) - fc.  By

[1,(2.70)]   either A7 is solvable and  |5| = 2 orÑ*/0(Ñ*)^L2(2") for some

n > 2. In the first case we put n = 1. Then in all cases we have k < «  with

equality obviously holding if « = 1.

Set Z0 = AQ d Z and let Zx   be a complement to Z0  in Z.  Since

v4 G M(5) and ^fiZ, = 1, it is immediate that Z0 = Cz04) = CZ(W). We

also have that A0ZX G E(S) and consequently

w(5) = m(A) > m(A0Zx)

(*)
= m(A0) + m(Zx) = m(A) - Jfc + m(Z,),

thus forcing m(Zx)<k. We conclude that  |Z:Z0|<2fc  and so (i)-(v) hold

by Lemma 2.8. Part (vi) follows from Lemma 2.4(iii) and (vii) from Lemma 2.1.

If n>2, then A* is simple, and we may define / to be the unique

minimal normal subgroup of A^*  covering Af *. If n = 1, define / = 02(N*);

then / is the unique minimal normal subgroup of A* covering 0(N*).

Lemma 4.3. We have

(i) JCiDCZ;

(ii) / centralizes D/B;

(iii) B= [02(J),J] = [B,J];
(iv) / acts indecomposably on B.

Proof.   Let A   = N /Z; N   has abelian Sylow 2-subgroups. If n > 2,

then J C\D = \  by the structure of groups with abelian Sylow 2-subgroups. If

n = 1, then D C Z(A  ) by Lemma 4.2 (vii) and it follows easily from the

structure of A7* that  02(A*) C\D= 1. Thus (i) holds in both cases.  By

Lemma 4.2(vii),/ centralizes D/Z. Since / also centralizes Z/5 and / =
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02(J), it follows that / centralizes D/B and (ii) holds.

Observe next that if n>2, then A* =JD implies B = [Z, /] ; and because /

is perfect, the three subgroup lemma yields B = [B, J] CJ. On the other hand, as

02(J) =DC\J in all cases, we have, using (i), that B C 02(J)CZ. Hence if n>2,

we conclude that (iii) holds. In the case « = 1 we use Lemma 4.2 (vi) and the fact

that  \J/Cj(Z)\ = \J/JHD\ is odd to obtain   [Z, J] = B = [B, J] CJ, and

we finish the proof of (iii) as in the case n > 2.

Finally if / acted decomposably on B, it would follow from Lemma

4.2 (v) and the definition of / that / centralized one of the two factors of B,

contrary to the fact that B = [B, J]   by (iii).

We begin to analyze the 2-local subgroups of G.

Lemma 4.4. // H is a 2-local subgroup of G containing N *, then J <

H* and H* CNG(B).

Proof.   Since B = [02(J), J]   is characteristic in /, the first assertion

will imply the second.

We set F = 02(H), H = H/P, Y = Slx(Z(P)). Since SCN*CH,SG

S(H) and so PCS.  But then PC02(N*)=D.  In particular, Z C CS(P) Ç

F and so ZCY. Furthermore, since A G U(G), m(A) > m(Y(A n F)), whence

| Y : Cy(Ä)\ <\Y:YC\A\<\A:AC\P\

and Lemma 2.7 implies that L, the normal closure of A in //*, is a direct

product of 2,2(2')'s. By Lemma 4.2,A  covers a Sylow 2-subgroup of N*/D,

and it follows that L  covers A */D.   By the definition of /, we have J CL.

Again by Lemma 2.7, A G S(L) and as A C N*,J is A -invariant.

We claim / is a summand of L when « > 2, and J is the core of a

summand of L when n = 1. Suppose n>2. As / is A -invariant, the pro-

jection of / on any summand, Lx, of L is A n Lx-invariant. By [I, (2.25)]

the projection of / on Lx  must then be all of Lx   or trivial. For some choice

of LX,J projects onto 2.}, and if / projected onto another summand L2, A

n Lx   would not normalize /.  Thus J = Lx. If n = l, then the projection of

J on 27,   is A O 2,j-invariant of odd order. By [I, (2.33)] it follows that /

projects trivially on all factors isomorphic to L2(2m), m > 2. Thus if / pro-

jects nontrivially on a summand 27,, then Lx =L2(2) and / projects onto

0(2,j). Certainly for some choice of Lx, J does project onto  0(LX), and if /

projected onto 0(L2) for some other summand L2, then A D Lx  would not

normalize J.  We conclude / = 0(2,j), and our claim is proved.

As H has abelian Sylow 2-subgroups, it follows from the embedding of /

in ¿7 that 7<H*. Consequently, JP < H*. But from the definition of /, /

is characteristic in JP, whence J <1 H .
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Lemma 4.5.   There exists an element Dx in V such that

(i) B <t Dx   and

(ii) J*(S)£DX.

Proof. From Lemma 4.2, we see that

\(A n D)Z\ = \Z: CZ(W)\ \AHD\ = 2n\A n D\ = \W\ \A n D\ = \A\.

Thus Ax =(AC\D)Z lies in  H(S), and BCZCAX. Hence if B £ Dx   for

some Dx   in  V, then ^4t £-Dj   and so J*(S)£DX.  Therefore, (i) implies

(ii).  Suppose then that B C Dx   for every choice of fl, £ J). We will obtain a

contradiction by producing a nontrivial subgroup F of S such that NG(DX) C

NG(P) for all choices of Dx. It will then follow that NG(P) controls fusion in

S, whence Z(P) is strongly closed in S, thus contradicting the fact that  G is a

restricted simple group.

First, since B/BQ  is a standard A*-module, CS(B) CD, whence B CDX

implies that Zx = UX(Z(DX))CD. Set Nx = NG(DX); then by Lemma 2.1,N*

centralizes Dx/Zx, whence N* CNG(DC\DX). Likewise  Y0CZ(S) and Z =

F70,so ZCÄZ^Cflj   and consequently also N* CNG(D C\ Dx). Thus by

Lemma 4.4, we have A* C NG(D C\DX)* C NG(B).

On the other hand, as noted in [I, Section 2], V is closed under conjuga-

tion by elements of NG(S). Hence by our assumption BCD*       for all x G

NG(S), whence Bx CDX   for all Dx G £>, x G NG(S). Furthermore, if J*(S)

£ D, then also J*(S) £ Dx.  In addition, Zx = Q,X(Z(DX)) and Bx =

[Zx, (Ax)*]. We see then that all our analysis applies with Dx  and Bx in the

roles of D and B.  In particular, the conclusion of the preceding paragraph holds

for Bx  and consequently N* CNG(BX) for all x in NG(S). Hence if we

set F = (Bx \x G NG(S)">, we have   \¥=PCS and /VC(S) C AG(F).  Since

Nx =N*NN (S), we conclude now that A', = NG(DX) C AG(F). Since this

holds for each D,   in  V, P has the required properties and the lemma is proved.

We remark that Lemmas 4.2-4.4 hold for any DXGV with / (S) £ Dx.

For any such Dx, denote by Bx, Zx, Nx, and Ñx   the subgroups of G corre-

sponding to B, Z, N, and A respectively.

Lemma 4.6. For any Dx  satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.5, we have

(i) S = BDX= BXD;

(ü) Ñ* &Ñ* s¿2{2»);
(iii) F n Dj = F n Z(S) ßrtd S,ni) = ín Z(S); and

(iv) D = (D n D^F a«d £>!=(/) n D^Fj.

Proof.   As F/F0  is a standardÄ*-module, Cg(ß) = F Pi Z(S) for any
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subgroup QCS with Q£D. Likewise CB (QX) = BX HZ(S)  for any  Qx CS

with Ql£Dx. In particular,D = CS(B) and DX=CS(BX). As B£DX,

[B, Bx] ¥= 1, whence Bx £D and the situation is symmetric.  Consequently,

BC\DX= CB(BX) = BC\ Z(S) and BXC\D = CB (B) = Bxn Z(S). Thus (iii)

holds.

Since   |F : F n Z(5)| = 2" = |5 : £)|, we have   \S : Dx\ > \B : B C\DX\ =

\S:D\. But now by symmetry, \S:D\>\S:DX\ and so 2" = \S:D\ = \S:DX\.

Lemma 4.2 now yields (ii). Furthermore, the preceding relations fmply that \S:DX\

= |F :F n/Jjl, whence S = BDX. Again by symmetry, we have S = BXD and

so (i) also holds.  Finally as 5 = BDX,D ÇBDX, whence D =B(DC\DX).

Since also S - BXD, we similarly obtain Dx = BX(D n Dx). Thus (iv) holds

and the lemma is proved.

We are now in a position to begin to pin things down very tightly.

Lemma 4.7. The following conditions hold:

(i) If DEV and J*(S) <£ D, then D is elementary abelian and D G

M(S); and

(ü) If DeV and J*(S) C D, then D = S.

Proof. Assume J*(S)£D and D is not elementary abelian. Choose

£>j G V as in Lemma 4.5. By Lemma 4.6(iv), we have D = (D C\DX)B.   Since

BCZ = Ü,X(Z(D)), it follows that F = Z5l(D nDx)¥=l. But then FÇ

ül(D) n V\DX), whence by Lemma 2.1, Œ*,N*> CNG(F). Hence by

Lemma 4.4, N* C NG(F)* C NG(B). But then W* normalizes BDX. Since

BDX = S by Lemma 4.6(f), this contradicts the fact that A7* =? 2,2(2") with

n>\. We thus conclude that D is elementary abelian.  By symmetry Dx  is

also elementary abelian.

Next, as noted in the beginning of Lemma 4.5, (A O D)Z G M(5). How-

ever, Z = D as D is elementary abelian. Thus (A O D)Z = D G M(5). In

particular, (i) holds.

Finally, as D and  n,eM(J),/*(S) = S by definition of /*(5).  But

now (ii) is clear.

Now choose D and Dx   as in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.5. Set  Y = NG(S).

Lemma 4.8. The following conditions hold:

(i) D n Dx = Z(S);
(ii)  M(5) = N(S) = {D, £>,}  and I(S) = D# U D#;

(iii) // .4  ¿s a maximal abelian subgroup of S, then A = D, A =2),  or

^04) = Z(5);
(iv) // X is a nonabelian subgroup of S, then Z(X)CZ(S); and

(v) V={D,D1,S]  and  rcJVnJV,.
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Proof.  We know from the preceding lemmas that S = DDX   with D and

Dx G M(5). Clearly then (i) holds. We argue next that   [d, dx] ¥= 1  for any

dGD- Z(S) and dx GDx - Z(S). Indeed, as B covers D/D nDx= D/Z(S),

d = bz with b G B, z G Z(5).  Since d <£ Z(S), bEB - Z(S). In particular

ô ^ F0[F, 5], and since B/B0  is a standard A*-module, the assumption dx $

D implies  1 * [b, dx] = [d, dx].

In particular, it follows that D and Dx   are maximal abelian subgroups of

S.   Since S = FDj, with D = BZ(S), this also implies that no element of S -

(D U 2)|) is an involution. This immediately yields (ii).  Likewise (iii) and (iv)

follow from these conditions. Furthermore, Lemma 4.7 implies that any element

of V other than S is actually an element of U(S). We conclude therefore from

(ii) that  V = {D Dx, S}. Finally (ii) clearly implies that   Y leaves both D and

Dx  invariant, whence  KJVnjV,, Thus (v) also holds.

Now define F = CD(N*) and F, = CD (A*). Clearly then F and Ft

Ue in    Z(5).

Lemma 4.9.   The following conditions hold:

(i) D = FB and Dx = F,51;

(ii) FFX CZ(S) and FHF1 = 1;

(iii) |F| = |F1|<2" = \S:D\;and

(iv)  H>2.

Proof.   As D and 2),   are elementary abelian, (i) follows from Lemma

4.2(v). We have already noted that FFX CZ(S). Furthermore, as   Y CN C\

Nu Y leaves both F and F1   invariant.  Since N = N*Y and Nx =N*Y,

this implies that FC\FX   is invariant under A^ A^and  Y. Since  V={D,DX,

S], we conclude that F n Fx   is strongly closed in S with respect to G. As G

is a restricted simple group, F C\FX   must be trivial. Thus (ii) also holds.

From the structure of D, we have  \D : F\ = \B : (B n F)| = 22", whence

|5:F| = 23n  and likewise  |S:F1| = 23". In particular, |F| = |F, |. Since

Z(S) = 2>n2)1, we know that   |S : Z(S)\ = 22", and (ii) implies  |5| =

22"|Z(5)|>22"|F|2.  Since  \S : F\ = 23n, it foUows that  |5| = 23"|F|  and we

conclude that  |F| < 2". This establishes (iii).

Finally suppose that n = 1, in which case   \S :D\ = 2 and D — F x B

by Lemma 4.2(vi). B is a standard 2,2(2)-module, so  |F| = 4 and  |5| = 8 or

16. However, SCN3(S) is nonempty and S is nonabelian as G is restricted.

Thus, in fact, |5| = 16. Choosing bGB- Z(S), bxGBx- Z(S), we see that

Ö ■ <b, b{>S*Dt  and S = QZ(S). This forces S = Q x E, where E=*Z2.

Thus 5 = 2)8 x F2, which is impossible by [1,(2.74)] as G is simple. We must

have « > 2.

We complete this section by treating the case F = 1.
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Proposition 4.10. If F = \, then G^L3(2n).

Proof.  In this case,D = Z^E 2n  and A* acts faithfully and irreduc-

ibly on Z. Since 5 splits over D by Lemma 4.2 (ii), it follows from Gaschiitz'

theorem that N* splits over Z.  But now it is immediate that S is iso-

morphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of 2,3(2") as Z is a natural A ""-module. Since

n >2, Proposition 3.1 now yields that G s ¿3(2").

5. A characterization of the groups PSp(4, 2"). We continue the analysis

of the preceding section, preserving the same notation. In view of Proposition

4.10, it remains to treat the case F =£ 1. We shall prove

Proposition 5.1. If F¥=l, then G^PSp(4, 2").

Together Propositions 4.10 and 5.1 will establish Theorem B. We argue in a

sequence of lemmas.

Since n>2, N* and Aj* are simple groups. Let R be a complement to

S in A_ (S). Clearly we can find a subgroup R = Z n       in  Y such that R

projects isomorphically onto R.  Define Rx   and Rx   similarly.  Let  Y = Y/S.

Lemma 5.2.   The following conditions hold:

(i) F~FX~E2„;

(ii) D^DX^E3„;

(iii) Z(S) = FxF.  and \S\ = 24n;

(iv) R and Rx  are normal in Y and RR\ = R x RX^Z n      x Z „

(v) R acts regularly on Fx  and Rx  acts regularly on F;

(vi) RÑ*^RXÑ* = GL(2, 2").

Proof.  We know that  \S\ = 2" \D\ = 23" | F\. Thus (i) and (ii) will follow

from the known structure of S and the symmetry between D and Dx   once

we show  |F| = 2". We have Ri£YCN and F = C0(A*) is normal in A.

Thus Rx   normalizes F.  As Bx   is a standard N*-module, Rx   acts regularly

on (Bx n Z(S))jBx n Fj. However, by Lemma 4.9(h), FFx C Z(S), and we

know from the structure of Dx   that Z(S) = (B x C\ Z(S))Fv Thus Rx   acts

regularly on Z(S)/FX. As F is R x -invariant and FOFj = 1, again by Lemma

4.9(h) Rx   must act regularly on F. Since F=£ 1  by hypothesis, this forces

|F| >2", whence  |F| = 2" by Lemma 4.9(iii). To prove (iii), we note that by

Lemma 4.8(f) Z(S) = D n Dx, whence  |Z(5)| = 22".  Since FFX C Z(S) and

F n Fx = 1, this yields Z(S) = F, x F.

We know that R x   acts trivially on Ft   and regularly on F,  and by
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symmetry   R   acts trivially on   F  and regularly on Fx. In particular, (v)

holds. Certainly then R OF, = 1.  Further, YCN implies that  Y normalizes

N_ (5) = RS, whence  Y normalizes R.   By symmetry, y normalizes R..
N     ~     ~ ~    ~

Since F n Fj = 1  and F = Fj = Z „     , we see that (iv) holds.

Finally let A" be a subgroup of Y of odd order which maps on RR x, so

that AT s Z„      xZ„      and XÑ* =R,Ñ* with XnÑ*^Z „      and
2"-l 2"-l l _ 2"-l

normaUzing S. Considering the structure of X and applying [I, (2.20)], we con-

clude that XÑ*=RxÑ*^GL(2,2n). By symmetry, also RÑ* St 02.(2, 2").

We need one further fact

Lemma 5.3. We have NG(Z(S)) C F.

Proof.   Let H = NG(Z(S)) and P = 02(H). By the hypothesis of Theo-

rem B, H is 2-constrained and has trivial core. Clearly S CH, and as S/Z(S) is

abelian, S centralizes P/Z(S) and Z(S). Since F and Z(5) are //-invariant,

H* centralizes P/Z(S) and Z(5), whence  02(H*) centralizes F. Thus

02(H *) C F and it follows that H* = F, whence F = S and we are done.

Now we can prove

Lemma 5.4.   The following conditions hold:

(i) A and Nx  are maximal 2-local subgroups of G and are the only

maximal 2-local subgroups containing S;

(Ü) NnNx = Y;
(iii) N is the unique maximal 2-local subgroup of G containing A * and

Aj   is the unique maximal 2-local subgroup containing Nx*.

Proof.   Let H be an arbitrary 2-local subgroup of G containing S, and

let Q = 02(H). We know that 0(H) = 1  and CH(Q) C Q. If Q CD or Dx,

correspondingly Q = D or Dx   as D and Dx   are abelian. Hence in this

case, HCN or Nx. If QtD and Q<tDx, then by Lemma 4.8 (iii) and (iv),

Œ,(Ô) = Z(S) or Z(Q) C Z(S). As Z(S) C Z(Q), Z(Q) = Z(S) in the latter

case and in both cases Z(S) is characteristic in  Q. Hence H CNG(Z(S)) and

so HCY by the preceding lemma. Since   ycAHAj   by Lemma 4.8(v),

HCN or Nx   in this case as well. Thus (i) holds.

By Lemma 4.6(f), S = DDX. Thus NHNXC NG(DDX) = NG(S) = Y.

Since  Y C A n Nx, (ii) follows. Since A * <£ Y and A * £ Y, (i) and (ii)

together immediately yield (iii).

Remark.   At this point we know that for z in F#, CG(z) contains a

normal subgroup of odd index isomorphic to the centralizer of the corresponding

involution in PSp(4, 2"). Undoubtedly Suzuki's announced centralizer of involu-
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tion characterization of the groups PSp(m, 2n) can be modified to cover the

case of odd order extensions. However, it is easy enough to complete the charac-

terization of Psp(4, 2") directly from the information we have established.

Lemma 5.5.   The following conditions hold:

(i) S' = Z(S) = F x Fx;

(ii) B = D and F, =DX;

(iii) G has three conjugacy classes of involutions, each of which is central;

(iv) The elements of F* , Ff and Z(S) -(FVFX) constitute the dis-

tinct conjugacy classes of involutions of Z(S);

(v) // A and A1 denote X-invariant complements to Z(S) in D and

Dx  respectively, then

(a) A# ~ Ff and FA-(FUA)~ Z(S) - (F U F,) in N;

(b) A* ~F* and FXAX - (Fx UAX) ~ Z(5) - (FUF,) in TV,.

Proof.   By Lemma 5.2(iii), we have  Z(S) = F x Fx.  Furthermore, we

have shown in Lemma 5.2 that F is F j-invariant, so F is X-invariant and

similarly Fx   is X-invariant. Moreover, we know that R,RX   centralize F,FX,

respectively, and that RX,R  act regularly and transitively on F, Fx, respectively.

These conditions imply that F and Fx   are nonisomorphic as X-modules and

that they are the only nontrivial proper X-invariant subgroups of Z(S).  Since

S' ¥= 1  and S' is an X-invariant subgroup of Z(S), either (i) holds or else S'

= F or Fj. Consider the latter case and suppose, for definiteness, that S'= F.

By Lemma 4.3,/and hence N*=J acts indecomposably on F and F =

[F, A*]. We apply Lemma 2.9 to the semidirect product B(XN*). Moreover, we

see that the assumptions of Lemma 2.9 are satisfied. We therefore conclude that

m(B) = 2« or 3n and correspondingly that (BS)' is of rank n or 2n. However,

the latter case is excluded here as S' = F is of rank n under our present assumption.

Thus m(B) = 2« and F is a standard A*-module. In particular, R acts regularly

on B. However, it also follows that F D S' ¥= 1 and is X-invariant, whence B(~\S'

= F, contrary to the fact that R acts trivially on F and F¥=l. Thus (i) holds.

Since Ñ* centralizes D/B, we see that S/B is abelian, whence S'ÇB. Hence FC

B by (i). Now our conditions force m(B) = 3n. We conclude therefore from Lem-

ma 5.200 that B=D. Similarly Bx =Dx,so (ii) also holds.

By Lemma 2.9(iv), we have that all involutions of A and hence of G are

central.  Observe next that F = CZ(J),J=Ñ* < Ñ and NG(S)CN, so AG(5)

leaves F invariant. Similarly NG(S) leaves Fx   invariant and so also leaves

F2 = Z(S) - (F U Fx) invariant.  But we know that X CNG(S) acts transitive-

ly on F* and F*. Moreover, if we use Lemma 5.2, we easily obtain that X
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acts transitively on F2 = F2 . On the other hand, any two involutions of Z(S)

conjugate in  G are necessarily conjugate in NG(S). Hence no elements from

two of the sets F#,Ff, F* can be conjugate in G and so (iii) and (iv) hold.

Finally as XJ = XÑ* Si GL(2, 2") and X is a complement to  S in

N_ (S), it is immediate that F, F., and A  are nonisomorphic X-modules
x n _

with F  acting trivially on F and nontrivially on Fx   and A. But N* con-

tains an involution w which normalizes X and inverts X n A *. These con-

ditions clearly force w to interchange Fx   and A, whence Ff~A# in N.

Since w centralizes F, it also transforms FA - (F U A) into Z(S) — (F U

Fj). Thus (v)(a) holds and similarly we obtain (v)(b).

As to be expected, the next step in the analysis is to demonstrate that the

group <X, N*,N*) is a split (B, Ar)-pair isomorphic to PSp(4, 2"). To

accomplish this, it remains only to determine its Weyl group. To this end, we

introduce some further notation. We let  V, Vx   be cyclic subgroups of X of

order  2" — 1   suchthat  V centralizes N* and  Vx   centralizes N*. Setting

K = C »(V), it follows that K covers N*. Since A* acts indecomposably

on D by Lemma 4.3, and since F = C_(F) implies  V acts regularly on F,
x

it is immediate that CD(V) = 1. Hence K St L2(2") and consequently   VK s

G2,(2, 2").  Similarly if we set Kx = C , (Vx), we obtain that Kx ^L2(2n)

and  VXKX a GI(2, 2").

Next we set  U = CS(V): Since  V centralizes  S, U covers S/D andas

CD(V) = 1, it follows that  tf = F „  and that  £/£S(A:). Similarly  l/j =

CyiFj) s F „  and  Í7, G SC/^).  Furthermore, as  U n 2) = 1, we have that

UÇDX - Z(S) by Lemma 4.8(ii) and similarly  (/,Cfl- Z(5). But we know

that X is abelian and so X leaves both  U and  t/j   invariant. Thus Z = D

= Z(S) x Ux   and Zj = £>j = Z(S) x U.   Lemma 5.5(v) implies that  Uf ~

F* in A, and  {/#~F# in Aj. Now Lemma 5.5(iv) yields the important con-

clusion that no element of £/* is conjugate in G to an element of Uf.

Finally by the structure of XK, we know that NK(X) contains an involu-

tion w and that  U C\ Uw = 1. Similarly A^- (X) contains an involution w,

and  Ux Pi U™1 = 1. We must determine the order of the group <vv, wx >. We

shall prove

Lemma 5.6.   The group (w,wx) is dihedral of order 8.

Proof.   Since  w and w1   are involutions, the lemma will follow provided

we show that  ww.   has order 4. We claim first that  \ww. \ is even; so assume
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false, in which case w ~ wx   in (w,wx). Butas  UGS(K) and K has only

one class of involutions, w ~ « in K for some u in  U*. Similarly wx ~ux

in Kx   for some ux   in  Uf. But then u~ux   in  G, contrary to what we

have shown above. This proves our assertion.

Our argument yields that (wwx) contains a unique involution z. Then

w and wx  both lie in H = CG(z). By Lemma 5.5(iii), z is a central involu-

tion, whence Sg CH for some g in G. But H is a 2-local subgroup and

consequently Lemma 5.4(i) yields that H CNg or Af.  By symmetry, we can

assume, for definiteness, that H C Ng.

We use this to prove that   \wwx\ = 2a  for some a; so suppose false and

let y be an element of odd prime order p in <ww, >.  By the structure of A,

we have that A* = DK and consequently <w, wx > C (DK)F. Since Kg   con-

tains a Sylow p-subgroup of (DK)g, it follows that ydGKg for some d in

£)*. We have that wd  and w^  invert yd  and so lie in the extended central-

izer C of yd in 2V» = (VKD)g. Since Ä* a ¿2(2, 2"), C   (yd) = F is

cyclic of order 2" - 1   or 2" + 1  and Cni*=P(/) for some involution  t

of £* which inverts yd. We also have that   Vs centralizes yd. Furthermore,

it is immediate from the action of Kg on Dg that yd  acts regularly on

Dg/Fg and consequently C g(yd) = Fg. We thus conclude that

C=Vg(Fg xP(t>),

with  Vs acting transitively on  (Fg)# and centralizing P(t).

But now we see that  Q = Fg(t) = E n + x   is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C

and that  Vg fixes t and acts transitively on the remaining involutions of Q -

Fg. Thus C - Fg has exactly two conjugacy classes of involutions. Since  wd

and wx   invert yd, clearly both he in C - Fg and as these two involutions are

not conjugate in G, they are not conjugate in C. We conclude that one of the

elements w or w,   is conjugate in  G to  t and the other to ft, where /G

Fg and / =£ 1. But t is conjugate in G to an involution of K and hence to

w, so, in fact, we have wx ~ ft in G.  On the other hand, as FgKg =

(F x K)g, ft~f0u0  in G for suitable f0 G F* and u0 G U#. But now it

follows from Lemma 5.5 (v) that f0u0  and hence wx   is conjugate in   G toan

element of Z(S)- (FU Fx). However, wx   is conjugate in Kx   to an element

of Uf and so to an element of F# by the same lemma. Clearly this contra-

dicts Lemma 5.5 (iv). Thus   IwWjl = 2a  for some a, as asserted.

If a > 3, then  w, wx   would have class at least 3, contrary to the fact that

S has class 2. Hence a < 2 and so to complete the proof, it remains only to

prove equality.
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Suppose then that a = 0 or   1, in which cases w centralizes wx. Clearly

K C A * and so K centralizes F by definition of F. Hence w centralizes F.

Since wx GKX   normalizes Dx, it follows therefore that FWWl =F™1 CDX.

Likewise, Fw l CD,   and so F™1™ CD™. Since  ww, = wxw, we conclude

that fT'C^nny. However, as the Sylow 2-subgroups of Ñ = A/D are

disjoint from each other,Dx CiD™ CD = 02(A) and consequently Dx nD™

CDX C\D = Z(S). Thus F and FWWl   are subgroups of Z(S) that are conju-

gate in  G and so they are conjugate in  Y = NG(S). But   ycAf by Lemma

4.8(v), whence   Y normalizes F = CD(N*) and so F = F     *. Thus ww1 G

NG(F). But  NG(F)CN by Lemma 5.4. Hence vvWj GJV and therefore  wt

G A. Since  i/jC2)< A, this implies that <t/1( wx> is a 2-group. However,

this is impossible as  Ux n t/; ' = 1  and  t/t   is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Kx.

Now we obtain our objective.

Lemma 5.7.   The group (X,N,N*) is a split (B, N)-pair isomorphic to

Psp(4,2n).

Proof.   Each of the groups  U, Ux, F, and Fx   is X-invariant (they are the

"root groups" of S). Moreover, we see that D = UX x F x Fx   and Dx = U x

FxFj,while S = UUXFFX. Since K = Ä*, we also have that  vv inverts R

and so w leaves B = [A # ]   invariant. Clearly B = Ux x Fx   and our con-

ditions imply that  t/p F,   are the only two irreducible X-submodules of B.

Since  vv inverts R, w must interchange  Ux   and Ft. We know that w

centralizes F.  Similarly, Wj   interchanges  1/ and F and centralizes Fj. Thus

we have the following table for the action of w and wx   on the root groups

of S:

vv w.

U,

F

U,

U

Furthermore, if we set vv0 = (wwx)2, we claim that S n 5W° = 1.

To prove this, observe first that iv0  does not he in A or Nx. Indeed,

suppose false. Since w0 = (wwx)2 = (wxw)2, we can assume, by symmetry,

that w0 G A, whence D   ° = 2).   Since vv normalizes D, this yields 2) =

Dwxwwx D F»lwwx = (/wx    fiut then (       y*, > is a 2.group) which is not
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the case. This proves our assertion. This in turn implies that w0  normalizes no

nontrivial subgroup Z0  of Z(S); otherwise  w0GNG(Z0)CN or Nx  by

Lemma 5.4(f).

Suppose now that S0 = S C\ Sw° ¥= 1. Since vv0  is an involution, vv

normalizes S0. However, V 1(S0) CZ(S), and so by the preceding paragraph S0

must be elementary abelian, otherwise   U1^)   would be a nontrivial sub-

group of   Z(S)   invariant under   vv0.   Thus   S0 C D   or   Dx.   But   50

is X-invariant as   S   is X-invariant and   X   is w0-invariant.   However, it is

immediate that    Ux, F, and   Fx    are the only minimal X-invariant subgroups

of   Dx.   Hence by the preceding paragraph, we have that   S0 3 U   or   Uv

By symmetry, we can suppose that S0DUX. Since  U™ = Fx, this yields

pWXwwi _ y o c £)) giving the same contradiction as above. Thus S0 = 1, is

asserted.

But now setting B = XS and N = X{w,wx) (there will be no confusion

here with our previous uses of B and A"), we conclude now from a theorem of

Tits [4] that the group G0 = <F, A> is a split (B, AQ-pair with Weyl group

W = <vv, vvt >. Since we also have XN* = (X, S, w> and XA* = <X, S, wx >,

we see that G0 = <X, A*, A*>. Finally as W is dihedral of order 8 and X =

Z „_   xZ n_ , Proposition 3.2 yields that G0 as PSp(4, 2") and the lemma

is proved.

Now we can complete the proof of Proposition 5.1. We need only show

that the group G0 = <X, A*, A*> of the preceding lemma is G itself; so

assume the contrary. Since  Y = NG(S) C A n A1( Y normalizes both A* and

A*. Moreover, by Lemma 5.2(iv),5F  and SRX   are normal in   Y, which implies

that   Y also normalizes SX. Hence   Y normalizes G0.  Since  G is simple and

G0 C G, it follows now that also  Gx =G0YCG. But A = N*NN(S) =N*Y

and so A CG,. Similarly Nx ÇGX. Since  V = {A Dx, S}, we see that G,

contains the normalizer in G of each element of V and so  Gx   controls fusion

in S. Hence to prove that G,   is strongly embedded in  G, we need only show,

in view of Lemma 5.5(iii), that  Gx   contains CG(x) for x in Z(S)#. However,

as SCCG(x) for any such x, CG(x)CN or A,   by Lemma 5.4(i) and so

CG(x)CGx. We therefore conclude that Gx   is strongly embedded in  G, which

implies that  G has only one conjugacy class of involutions, contrary to Lemma

5.5(iii), and the proposition is proved.

This completes the proof of Theorem B.
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